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“Scanning is becoming more and more prevalent in everyday workflows, and the features 

and innovations with Ricoh’s new line of colour copiers help make for a simple, fast, and 

accurate scanning experience,” said George Mikolay, Keypoint Intelligence’s Associate 

Director of Copiers/Production. “In addition to fast scan speeds, small compressed 

colour file sizes, and a scan preview, standard colour dropout capability allows users 

to remove background colour elements from forms or other documents, which can be 

a great aid to automatic document processing such as Optical Character Recognition. 

Moreover, the single pass document feeder supports a double-feed detection unit that 

allows for fast, accurate scanning and reduces the risk of missed pages and the need to 

repeat tasks, a critical concern in environments such as law firms.”

“Scan file management is further boosted by the unit’s auto-file split capability, 

which enables multiple-page documents to be automatically scanned and emailed in 

manageable sizes in conjunction with a company’s email file size policy limits,” said 

Keypoint Intelligence’s Priya Gohil, Senior Editor. “And scan support for smaller-size 

items such as bank cheques, receipts, and ID cards is very useful for those working in 

the finance or hospitality sectors. Thanks to the Office 365 package via Ricoh Smart 

Ricoh Intelligent Scanning, chosen by Buyers Lab 

analysts as a winner of a Winter 2019 Outstanding 

Achievement in Innovation award, offers…

• Fast scan speeds and small compressed color file 

sizes

• Double-feed detection to reduce the risk of missed 

pages

• Auto-file split capability to scan and email files in 

manageable sizes

• Scan support for smaller-size items
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Keypoint Intelligence is a one-stop shop for the digital imaging industry. With our unparal-

leled tools and unmatched depth of knowledge, we cut through the noise of data to offer 

clients the unbiased insights and responsive tools they need in those mission-critical 

moments that define their products and empower their sales.

For over 50 years, Buyers Lab has been the global document imaging industry’s resource 

for unbiased and reliable information, test data, and competitive selling tools. What 

started out as a consumer-based publication about office equipment has become an all-

encompassing industry resource. In a landscape that’s ever evolving, we change with it.

About Keypoint Intelligence - Buyers Lab

Buyers Lab Outstanding Achievement awards acknowledge products or capabilities that 

stand out for attributes such as innovation, usefulness, or value.

About Buyers Lab Outstanding Achievement Awards

Integration, users can scan to Microsoft Word and Excel to create fully editable Excel 

spreadsheets and Word documents. This eliminates the need to reproduce or search for 

the original electronic document to reuse and also allows users to edit and add information 

to a digital version of a hard copy document.”
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